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WE say that a self-map / : HP"-* HP" of infinite quaternionic projective
space has degree k, deg (f) = k, if the induced map of QMP°° =* S3 is of
degree k in the usual sense. It is well known that deg (/) is zero or an odd
square integer [6]. The self-maps of HP°° = BS3 which are induced from
Lie groups endomorphisms of S3 are easily seen to be of degree zero or
one. Using localization techniques and methods from 6tale homotopy
theory, D. Sullivan was able to construct self-maps of HP" of any given
odd square degree [14]. To complete the picture, we present a proof of
the following theorem.
CLASSIFICATION THEOREM.

Self-maps of UP°° are classified up to homo-

topy by their degree.
Our proof relies on recent work of H. Miller concerning the
generalized Sullivan conjecture [13] and a beautiful application thereof
by W. Dwyer [5]. We need some notation to describe Dwyer's result. Let
p: H—* G be a Lie group homomorphism and put

C(p) = {geG\gp(x)g~1 = p(x) for all x eH) cr G,
the centralizer of p in G. Define map (BH, BG) to be the space of all
free maps BH—* BG, and let map (BH, BG)P denote the component of
map (BH, BG) containing Bp. The homomorphism C(p) x H —* G, given
by (g, x)^*gp(x), gives rise to a map
<D(p): BC(p)-> map (BH, BG)P
which has the following property.
PROPOSITION (W. Dwyer). Let P be a finite p-group and G a compact
connected Lie group. Let R c Horn (P, G) denote a set of representatives
for the conjugacy classes of homomorphisms P—*G. Then the following
holds.
(i) map (BP, BG) = U map (BP, BG)P
peR

(ii) 4>(p): BC(p) —• map (BP, BG)P induces an isomorphism of fundamental groups and of homology groups with Z/pZ-coejficients.
In Section 1 we analyze restrictions of maps BS3^>BS3 to subspaces of
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the form Bn c BS3, n c S3 a finite p-subgroup. This discussion leads to a
reduction of the proof of the Classification Theorem to statements
involving only odd primes and one for the prime two; the resulting
problem (1.7) is dealt with in Section 3. Its solution involves a
reconstruction of the classifying space of a finite group from the
classifying spaces of its 2-subgroups. This construction gives rise to a
spectral sequence relating various mapping spaces. The convergence
problem for this spectral sequence is handled by a computation of
derived functors of inverse limit functors, completing the proof of the
Classification Theorem. In an Appendix we present a new proof of the
fact that every self map of BS3 has degree zero or an odd square integer.
It is a pleasure to thank Stefan Jackowski for valuable discussions
concerning Section 2.

1. Restrictions to finite p-subgroups
We will henceforth write BS3 for HP°° and use the notation / 1 Bn for
the restriction of a map / : BS3—*X to BncBS3,
n<=S3 a finite
subgroup.
1.1. Let f, g: BS3—> BS3 be two maps of the same degree. Then
f | Bn — g | Bn for every finite p-subgroup n of S3 and every prime p.
LEMMA

Proof. By Proposition (i) we know that f\Bn=*Bp(f)
and g | Bn =«
Bp(g)> where p(f), pig)- n—*S3 are certain representations of n,
uniquely determined up to conjugation. Recall that for representable
complex JC-theory K* and G a compact Lie group, K*BG^R(G)\
the
/(G)-adic completion of the complex representation ring R{G) of G. If G
is a finite p-group or a compact and connected Lie group, then the
completion map R(G)—>R(G) is known to be injective. By a result of
S. Feder and S. Gitler (cf. [6]) we know that two self-maps of BS3 of the
same degree induce the same map in /C-theory. Thus, if we write <p for
K*(f) = K*(g), we obtain a commutative diagram
K*(BS3) -^—*

K*(BS3)

K*(Bn)
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where K*(Bp(f)) = xp= K*(Bp(g)) and thus p(f)* = ip | R(S3) = p(g)*.
If we denote by / e R(S3) the class of the identity representation
S3-> SU(2) <=t/(2), then p(f)*I = [p(J)], the conjugacy class of the
composite map p(f): n->SU(2) c {7(2). Therefore, since p(f)* =
p{g)*, it follows that p(f) and p(g) are conjugate in (7(2) and hence also

in 5(7(2). Consequently, Bp(f) - Bp{g)

oif\Bn^g\Bji.

Lemma 1.1 enables us to give a short proof of the following special
case of the Qassification Theorem, which had earlier been proved by A.
Zabrodsky using different methods [16].
1.2. / / / : BS3-*BS3
constant map.
LEMMA

has degree zero, then f is homotopic to a

Namely, observe that (1.1) implies that if deg(/) = 0, then f\Bn —
const, for every finite p-subgroup n <= S3. Hence / is homotopic to a
constant map by [10, 3.3].
To prove the Qassification Theorem it suffices in view of (1.1) to show
that the restriction map
A: [BS3, flS3]->n [B*, BS3],

(1.3)

is injective, where the product is taken over all finite p-subgroups JI of S3
for all primes p. It is convenient to separate this problem into a problem
at odd primes and one for the prime two. For this purpose consider
Sullivan's profinite completion (BS3)' of BS3. The homotopy fibration
sequence BS3-> (B53)"-> K(l/Z, 4) shows that
[BS3, BS3]^[BS3,

(BS3)']

is injective, because [BS3, K(t/Z, 3)] = 0. If we decompose (BS3)' into a
product of p-profinite completions (BS3)'P then clearly, for every p-group
[Bn, BS3] s [Bn, (BS3)'] a [Bit, (BS%].
We define for a map <p: BS3-> (BS3)'P the degree, deg (<p) e tp, to be
the degree of the induced self-map of Q(BS3)'P = (S3)'p.
Because of (1.2) and as already remarked in the introduction (cf. [6]),
a self-map of BS3 which is not homotopic to a constant map, has
necessarily an odd degree. In view of (1.3), the Classification Theorem is
thus a consequence of the following theorem.
THEOREM 1.4.

(i) Let p be an odd prime. The map induced by restriction to all finite
p-subgroups n of S3
[BS3,(BS3)'P]-+\\\BK,(BS3)'P]

is injective.
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(ii) Let U[BS3, (BS3)'2\ c [BS3, (BS%] denote the subset consisting
of maps with degree units in Z2. The map induced by restriction to
all finite 2-subgroups n of S3
U[BS3, (BS3y2]^Y\

[Bit, (BS3)2]

is injective.
Proof of (i). If p denotes an odd prime, p does not divide the order of
the Weyl group of S3. A result of Wojtkowiak's [15, Corollary 3] asserts
that in this case the restriction map
[BS3, (BS3)P]^ 11 [B(Z/p"Z), (BS%]
is injective, where the subgroups Z/p"Z <= S3 run through the family of
finite p-subgroups of a fixed maximal torus S1 of S3.
Part (ii) of (1.4) will follow from Theorem 1.7 below; a different proof
of (i) could easily be established along the lines of the proof of (ii).
1.5. Let <p: BS3—»(BS3)2 be a map of degree a unit in Z\. If
n czS is a finite 2-subgroup, then <p \ Bn =« {Bp)2, where p: n—*S3 is a
faithful representation uniquely determined up to conjugation by <p.
LEMMA
3

Proof. Since n is a 2-group we infer that [Bn, BS3]-+[BJI, (BS3)2] is
bijective and therefore, by Proposition (i), (p\Bjt = (Bp)l where
p: JT—frS3 is uniquely determined by <p up to conjugation. Since n is a
finite subgroup of 5 J , its Tate cohomology is periodic of period four and
H4(BJI;Z)
= Z/\JI\Z.
Moreover, the restriction map // 4 (BS 3 ; Z)->
4
4
H (BJI; Z) = H (Bn; Z2) is surjective. The assumption on the degree of (p
implies therefore that

(<p | BK)*: H\BS3; t2)^ H\Bn; t2)
is surjective. Consequently, (Bp)*: H4(BS3; Z)-+H\Bn; Z) = Z/\n\ Z is
surjective, which implies that p: n^*S3 cannot factor through a proper
quotient of n. The representation p is thus faithful.
We will now make use of a locally finite approximation of BS3 —
); by the result of [8] or [9] there exist a map
such that 4>*: H*(BS3;Z/2Z) = ^(BSL^j);
<t> induces bisections

Z/2Z). As a consequence,

[BS3, (BS3)2] - ^ [BSLtih), (BS3)l)
s lim [BSLtfr),

(BS3)2]

(1.6)
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The second bijection stems from the observation that for n > 0 the sets
[BSLii^r), (BS3)l] have a natural compact topology (because BSL^y)
is of the homotopy type of a space with finite skeleta and because the
homotopy groups of (BS3)2 are compact abelian groups). It is well
known that the groups SLj^-)
have periodic Z/2Z-cohomology, of
period four [7]. The 2-subgroups of SL^^y) are therefore cyclic or
generalized quaternion groups. If n is a 2-subgroup of SL^j"), then the
restriction map
^H\Bn;

Z) = Z/\JZ\ Z

is necessarily surjective, since a periodicity generator restricts to a
periodicity generator. Consider now the map 6 induced by
4>: BSL2(I:3),->'BS3 followed by restriction to BSL^y),
n 3= 1,

8: [BS3, (BS^-^UlBSI^QFy),

(BS3)2]

which, by (1.6), is injective. If the degree off: BS3—* (BS3% is a unit in
Z2 and if x c SL^Fy) is a 2-subgroup then, by a slight variation of (1.5),
we conclude that df\Bn — (Bp)2, where p: n—*S3 is a faithful representation. In order to prove part (ii) of (1.4) it suffices therefore to show
that if n{2, n) <= SL^y)
denotes a 2-Sylow subgroup, then the restriction map

%]^[Bn(2, n), (BS3)2]
is injective on the counter image of the set of all maps Bn(2, n)—*
(BS3)2 which are of the form {Bp)2 for some faithful representation
p: n(2, n)^*S3. Theorem 1.4(ii) and thus the Classification Theorem is
therefore a consequence of the following result.
THEOREM 1.7. Let n(2, n) c= SZ<2(F3-) denote a 2-Sylow subgroup,
n > 0. Consider the restriction map

If xe [BSL2(¥r), (BS3)~2] is an element such that R{x) = (Bp)~2 for some
faithful representation p: n(2,n)^>S3 then R~1R(x) = {x}.
The proof of this Theorem will be given in Section 3.

2. Functors on orbit categories

Let n be a finite group and let O(n) denote the orbit category of n; its
objects are n-sets of the form n/na, na c n a subgroup, and morphisms
n/na-+ nlnp are ^-maps of the underlying ^-set. If A" is a K-space and if
Ct(X*°) denotes the singular chain complex of the fixed point set
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X"-<zX, then
defines a contravariant functor Q(X) on O(n), with obvious values on
morphisms. If we write C(n), for the abelian category of contravariant
functors O(n)-> Ab, Ab the category of abelian groups, Ct(X) is a chain
complex in C(n), with respect to the obvious boundary operator. For any
<t> e C(JI) the Bredon cohomology groups of X with values in $ are
defined by
HU*, <*>) = H'(Hom{C.(X), *))
see [3] and [11]. Let p be a prime and let Op(n) denote the full
subcategory of O\n) consisting of the objects of the form Ji/jia where
jia cz n is a p-subgroup. We write Cp(n) for the corresponding category
of contravariant functors Op{n)—*Ab. The inverse limit functor
lim: Cp(n)—*Ab,
which associates with W e CP(JI) the inverse limit of the diagram of
abelian groups {^JT/JT,,)} indexed by O p (^) op , is left exact and has right
derived functors for i > 1
l i m ^ E x t ^ Z , ):

Cp{x)^Ab,

where Z denotes the constant functor with value Z. We call *P e CP(JI)
acyclic, if Urn' W = 0 for ever i > 0.
LEMMA

2.1. LerW'e Cp(n), j s= 0, be defined by
V{nljza)

= H'iEK xw alna\

Z/pZ)

with obvious values on morphisms. Then W1 is acyclic.
Proof. It suffices to show that W = © Vy is acyclic. We write W for the
obvious extension of W to the whole category O(n). Thus
for Jt/jtaeO(n). The ring structure of H*(Brca;ZlpZ) gives rise to a
pairing WxW-^W which, together with the usual transfer maps,
make V into a Green functor, as denned in [4, Chapter 6]. Let En/p
denote the universal ^-space with respect to the family of psubgroups of n (cf. [4, Chapter 7]). The ^-space En/p is characterized,
up to a jr-homotopy equivalence, by the fact that it is jra-contractible for
every p-subgroup na c n, and that the fixed point sets (En/p)H are
empty for every non-p-subgroup Hczn. The projection
En/p-^{*}
gives rise to a projective resolution Ct(En/p)—*~L in C P (JT); the
projectivity of Ct(En/p) in CP(JZ) follows easily from the discussion of
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projectives in C(n), (cf. [3]). We use the same notation for the functor
Ct(Enlp), considered as a functor on C(JI) or on Cp(n). Therefore,

zzHUEn/p;*)

(2.2)

The last isomorphism follows from the observation that morphisms
C,(Ejz/p)—*x¥ in Cp(n) are in one-to-one correspondence with morphisms C^Enlp)^*^
in C(n), because for ever non-p-subgroup H^n,
C,(Eji/p)(7t/H) = Q((En/p)H) = 0 for i^O. Let n(p)<=n denote a
p-Sylow subgroup. Since the transfer map
tr: H*(Bn(p);Z/pZ)^H*(Bn;Z/pZ)
is surjective, the Green functor V satisfies induction with respect to
p-subgroups. The transfer map in Bredon cohomology, as denned in [11],
tr: H'B(p)(Ejt/p; * | O(w(p)))-> H'n(Enlp; V)
is therefore surjective for every i ^ 0 . But H'^^Eji/p; W \ O(n(p))) = 0
for i > 0 because En/p is ^(p)-contractible. Consequently, the identifications (2.2) show that lim' W = 0 for every i > 0.

3. The proof of Theorem 1.7
Let n be a finite group. Consider the functor F from Op(n) to spaces,
associating with 7i/naeOp{n)
the space Ejixnn/na,
with obvious
values on morphisms. We will write
hocolim (En xn n/jta)
for the homotopy direct limit of F in the sense of [1]. This space, which is
closely related to the space JI\E(JI/JI(J>)) of [12] enjoys the following
property.
LEMMA

3.1. The natural map
L: hocolim (Ejzxnjt/na)—> Bn

induced by the projections Ejtxn(ji/na)^>EjiXx(n/jz)
//»( ; ZlpZ)-isomorphism.

= Bn is a

Proof. The hocolim-spectral sequence of [1, XII 4.5] takes the form
E'iJ = Wm'H'-'HEn xnn/na);Z/pZ)4>//'(hocolim(En

xnn/na);Z/pZ)

By (2.1), E'i^O for i^O, and the spectral sequence collapses to yield
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the isomorphism
//'(hocolim (En xnn/na);

Z/pZ) -=-»• lim H'(En xn

n/na;Z/pZ)

On the other hand it is a classical fact that restriction to p -subgroups
induces an isomorphism
H*(Bn; Z/pZ) -=-• UrnH'(Bna; Z/pZ) s lim H\En x»nlna;

Z/pZ)

and it follows then that L is a H0( ; Z//?Z)-isomorphism.
We consider now the case of n = SZ^Fy.) and p = 2. Let x e
[Bn, (BS3)2] be as in Theorem 1.7. As observed, the restriction x \ Bna
for nacn a subgroup is of the form (Bpa)2, where pa: na —*S3 is a
faithful representation, uniquely determined up to conjugation by x. We
write
Xa = map {En x , n/na,

(BS3)^

for the component of the space of all (free) maps
EnXnn/na-*(BS3)2
3
containing the map (Bpa)2. Because (BS )l is simply connected and
Z/2-complete, the map L of (3.1) induces a homotopy equivalence
L*\ map (BK, (BS3)2) - ^ map (hocolim (En xn n/na),

(BS%)

Consider now the diagram
X = holim Xa c holim (map (En xn n/na, (BS3)l))
map (hocolim (En x^ n/na),
map (Bn, (BS3)2).
It shows that the space X is homotopy equivalent to the union of all those
components of map (Bn, (BS3)2) which contain the maps / : Bn —*
(BS3)2 whose restrictions satisfy /1 Bna — (Bpa)2 for every 2-subgroup
na en. Proving (1.7) amounts therefore to showing that the space X is
connected. This will be achieved by computing HQ(X), using the strong
convergence theorem for the homology spectral sequence for homotopy
inverse limits, as proved by A. K. Bousfield in [2]. The spaces Xa which
make up X have the following structure.
LEMMA 3.2. The homotopy types Xa depend in the following way on
n/na e O2(n):
(i)
if\na\^2,thenXa^(nn"2
(ii) if \na\ > 2, na abelian, then A, - (CP~)2
(iii) // na is non-abelian, then Xa =» RP°°.
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Proof. By definition
X« = map (EJI xn n/jia, (BS3)'2)Pa
where
3
p«: na—*S is faithful. In case 1^1*5 2, p(na) c S 3 is central and
therefore the centralizer C(pa) is S3. If na is abelian of order >4,
C(pa) a S3 is a maximal torus S1, and if na is non-abelian, it is easy to
see that C(pa) is the center of S3, C(pa) — Z/2Z. In either case BC(pa) is
a simple space of finite type. Proposition (ii) implies therefore that
%-^> map (Bna, (BS3)2)Pa
Hence Xa =» (BC(pa))2 has the form stated.
In particular, all the homotopy groups of the spaces Xa are abelian and
for every i > 0 we have thus well-defined contravariant functors
given by <f>(i)(nlna) = n^X^), with morphisms Ji/jia—m/jzp
maps itiiXp)-* JitiXa) which are easy to calculate.
THEOREM

inducing

3.3. The functors <I>(i) are acyclic for all i > 0.

Proof. There are the following three cases to consider.
(I) *(1). ®(l)(ji/jia) = 7i1(Xa) which, by (3.2), is 2/2Z, if na is
non-abelian, and 0 in all other cases. The morphisms Q(\)(nIna—* Ji/np)
are isomorphisms if na and jtp are non-abelian.
(II) *(2). <P(2)(n/na) = n2(Xa) which is Z2 if na is cyclic of order at
least four, and 0 in all other cases. Note that there are obvious natural
transformations *(2)->O(2)/2y<I>(2), ;'s= 1, and
0(2) = lim <D(2)/2y*(2)
i
1

y

in C2(n). Moreover, lim *(2)/2 <I>(2) = 0 because the groups
2'<I>(2))(jr/jrtr) are all finite. Therefore, there is a short exact sequence
9(2)-* I I <*>(2)/2'<D(2)^ I ! *(2)/2y«I>(2)

(3.4)

in C2(n). Observe that for every j
lim

(<D(2)/2/«D(2))(^/jr(r) = 0

(3.5)

because 4>(2)(JT/JT^) = 0 if n^ is non-abelian, and for every nlna e O2(n)
there is a morphism Ji/jia^>n/jtp with ne non-abelian. Clearly, if
4>(2)/2*(2) is acyclic then so are all the functors *(2)/2 / *(2). Using
(3.4) and (3.5) we see that if <&(2)/2<P(2) is acyclic then so is <I>(2). We
will write *(2) for <t(2)/2<D(2). Thus *P)(jr/jr a ) = Z/2Z if na^ZI2nZ,
n 5= 2, and <P(2)(:i/na) = 0 in all other cases. Note also that a morphism
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/: n/jza—*Jt/np induces an isomorphism K2{Xp)^ni2{Xa)
if these
groups are non-trivial, and therefore 3>(2)(/) is an isomorphism if
<t>(2)(n/na) and <b(2)(n/np) are cyclic of order two.
(HI) <D(i) for i>2. <t>{i)(jilna) = jit(Xa) = 0 if \xa\>2 and <*>(/)(*/
n^sijit-iiS3)®^-^
if Jias*Z/2Z or {1}. The induced morphisms
A—*A are easUy all seen to be equivalent to the identity. Since A is a
finitely generated Z2-module one can argue as in case (II) to show that it
suffices to consider the case A = Z/2Z to take care of (III) in general.
Note that A = Z/2Z corresponds to the case of <t>(5).
We will prove the acyclicity of 4>(1), <I>(2) and O(5) by relating these
functors to the acyclic functors WJeC2(n) of (2.1), which satisfy
¥ / (jr/jr a )s#'(fljr. £r ;Z/2Z), Jt = SL2(fr) as above. Any morphism nl
Ka-*nlnp in O2(n) gives rise to a map H'(Bjip;Z/2Z)->H'(Bjia;
Z/2Z)
which is of the form in(g)*, where in(g): na—* np is given by \n{g)(x) =
gxg'1 for some g e n. In the discussion which follows it will suffice to
understand the cohomological restriction maps associated to inclusions
na <= np in order to understand the more general in(g)*.
Splitting of V . If / : nlna^*nlnp
is a morphism in O2(n) with
; r a s Z / 2 Z and | J T P | > 2 , then Wx(/) = 0, because the cohomological
restriction map for Z/2Z^np,
res: //*(fl^;Z/2Z)->H'(5Z/2Z;Z/2Z),
is zero (it suffices to consider the case of Z/2Z c Z/4Z). Hence we can
write V 1 as sum of two acyclic functors
where x¥n(n/na) = 0 unless na s Z/2Z, in which latter case it takes the
value Z/2Z.
Splitting of W2. Let 7.\T~X7. <= Q2" be a maximal cyclic subgroup, n 3= 3
and C2- the generalized quaternion group of order 2". The restriction
map tf2(BG2";Z/2Z)->//2(fl(Z/2"-1Z);Z/2Z) is zero, because it is the
reduction mod 2 of a map Z/2Z©Z/2Z^Z/2"~ 1 Z, /JS»3. We conclude
that
where V 2 1 (^/^ a ) st H2(Bna; Z/2Z)s*Z/2Z for every non-zero cyclic
group Ji a , and W21(^/jr(r) = 0 if na is not cyclic. Since the restriction map
H\B(Z/2nZ), Z/2Z)-^// 2 (B(Z/2"- 1 Z); Z/2Z) is an isomorphism for n >
2, we infer that every/: n/na—*n/np with ;r a , JTP cyclic and non-trivial,
induces an isomorphism W^if).
Splitting of V 4 . Every / : Jtlna—*nlKp with Jta¥={l} induces an
isomorphism W4(/): Z/2Z—*ZI2Z, since a periodicity generator in / / 4
restrict to a periodicity generator. From the description of V 21 it is thus
clear that there is a short exact sequence in C^n) of the form
\Jj21_,. l | / 4 _ > U/*/U/ 21
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The associated long exact sequence
0-> lim W21-> Urn V - + lim W 4 /V 21 -» Urn1 W21-> •• •
shows that ^ 4 /u/ 2 1 is acyclic, since W21 and ^P4 are acyclic.
Acyclicity of ^ ( l ) . From the description of 4>(1) it follows that it is
isomorphic to UJ4/W21, which we just proved to be acyclic.
Acyclicity of <I>(2). In this case we consider the obvious short exact
sequence of functors
with V 11 and W21 acyclic. As argued above, the associated long exact
sequence of derived functors of lim then implies that <&(2) is acyclic.
Acyclicity of *(5). The constant functor * ° satisfies W°(^/Aa) = Z/2Z
for every nlna in (h{n) and it maps onto V 4 with kernel a functor W04
such that V°*(jt/na) a Z/2Z if jrff = {1}, and Vf*(nljta) = 0 if |w.| > 1.
Thus we have a short exact sequence in O2(jt) of the form
Since ^(JT/JT,,)-»• W 4 (^/^ a ) is an isomorphism if \jia\ > 1, it follows that
the induced homomorphism Urn W°—• lim W4 is an isomorphism Z/2Z->
Z/2Z. Hence, from the acyclicity of W° and W4, we infer that W04 is
acyclic. The definition of *(5) shows that there is a short exact sequence
and therefore 4>(5) is acyclic. This completes the proof of Theorem 3.3.
We return now to the proof of Theorem 1.7. Recall that we have to
show that A'= holim (A^) is connected. According to (3.2) each Xa is
connected and simple, and by (3.3)
limm nm+n(Xa) = limm <D(m + n) = 0
for every m > 0. It follows therefore from [2,4.3] that there is a strongly
convergent spectral sequence
El, = Ji'H.iU*{Xa}; Z/3Z) =>H,.,{X; Z/3Z)
where II*{Xa} denotes the cosimplicial space associated with the
diagram {Xa}. Each Xa is Z/3Z-acyclic by (3.2). Therefore, £ 2 , = 0 if
{s, t) ¥= (0, 0) and £Q,O — Z/3Z, which implies that the spectral sequence
collapses to give Ho(X; Z/3Z) s Z/3Z. It follows that X is connected,
completing the proof of the Classification Theorem.
Remark. We leave it to the reader to check that in a similar (but much
less involved) fashion one would obtain an other proof of 1.4(i), if one
works with an odd prime instead of the prime 2.
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4. Appendix
The following is a proof in the spirit of this paper of the fact [6] that
the degree of a self-map of BS3 is zero or an odd square.
Let / : BS3^BS3 be given. We first show that deg(/) is a square. It
obviously suffices to show that deg (/) is a square modp"for every prime
power p". For this consider Z//?°Z<=S3, a cyclic subgroup of order pa.
Since f\BZ/pa
= Bp(a) for some representation p(a): Z/p a -»S 3 , we
see, by considering the second Chern class of p(a), that
(Bp(a))*x = k2y = deg(f)-ye H\Z/p°Z; Z)
where xeH\BS3;Z)
denotes a generator and y e// 4 (Z/p°Z;Z) the
restriction of x. Since y generates H\Z/pa;Z)^Z/paZ
it follows that
deg(/) = fc2 modp". It remains to show that deg(/) is odd, if it is
non-zero. Consider
where Q^ is a generalized quaterion group of order 2* 3= 8. Let us write
deg (/) = 2"m with m odd and n s* 1. Put / | 502* = Bo(k), o(k): QT>->
S3 a representation. Then, since deg(/) is a square, B(a(A:) | (Z/
4Z))*x = 0 for x e H4(BS3; Z) a generator, which implies that o{k) is not
faithful. Hence o(k) factors through the centre of S3, since the only
proper non-trivial quotient of Q? with periodic cohomology is Z/2Z. But
this implies that
(Bo(k) | M)*x = 0 e H\M; Z)
where M c Q? denotes a suitable maximal subgroup. Hence,
deg(/) = 0mod2*~ 1 by the argument above. Since this holds for any
k Ss 3 we obtain a contradiction, showing that deg (/) = m is odd.
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